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行政院國家科學委員會專題研究計劃成果報告 
 
操控半導體電子自旋的動力行為與傳輸的研究:  

(一)競爭性 Rashba 和 cubic-k Dresselhaus 本質自旋軌道交互作用對於產生自旋霍爾效

應之影響探討； 

(二)內稟自旋霍爾效應在低磁場下的不對稱性； 

(三)自旋流之電性偵測； 

(四)在 Rashba-type 二維電子氣中，由非均勻場所產生之自旋堆積； 

(五)兩接頭的介觀環的 Fano 共振傳輸的研究， 
(六)二維 cubic-k Dresselhaus-type 電子系統中 在圓盤附近的量子散射。 
 
The manipulation of electron spin dynamics and transport in the semiconductor:   
[ I ] Competing interplay between Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions in 
spin-Hall effect ;  
[ II ] Asymmetries in intrinsic spin-Hall effect in low in-plane magnetic field;  
[ III ] Electrical detection of spin current;  
[ IV ] Spin accumulation in a Rashba-type two-dimensional electron gas due to a nonuniform 
driving electric field;  
[ V ] Persistent current and spin density in a mesoscopic Dresselhaus-type quantum ring;  
[ VI ] Quantum scattering from a circular disk in a cubic-k Dresselhaus-type two dimensional 
electron gas;  
[VII] Investigation on dissipationless edge state in the Quantum spin Hall system. 

 
一、中文摘要: 
 

在本計劃中，我們研究了操控半導體電子自旋的動力行為與傳輸的研究，其中包括(一) 
競爭性 Rashba 和 cubic-k Dresselhaus 本質自旋軌道交互作用對於產生自旋霍爾效應之影響

探討；(二)內稟自旋霍爾效應在低磁場下的不對稱性；(三)自旋流之電性偵測；(四) 在
Rashba-type 二維電子氣中，由非均勻場所產生之自旋堆積；(五)介觀 Dreselhaus 量子環中

的持續電流與自旋密度； (六)在動量立方相關的 Dresselhaus 二維電子氣中，圓形盤狀的量

子散射；(七) 在量子自旋霍爾效應中的無耗散邊緣態研究。 
 

(一)本論文主要興趣在於探討：於半導體系統中同時考量兩種本質自旋軌道交互作用（SOI）
（Rashba SOI 與 Dresselhaus SOI）對於「自旋霍爾效應」產生的競爭性影響效果。其結果

與作用機制可以直接反應在 “邊界自旋堆積（Sz）” 和 “塊材自旋密度（ ）”兩種可量性

的物理量之表現。方法上，我們透過調制不同的自旋軌道交互作用耦合參數的相對強度比

值，來加以系統性地研究自旋霍爾效應所對應到的不同依存性行為變化表現。其中最明顯

的發現有（1.）於 Dresselhaus SOI 佔優勢的範疇中，Sz 會隨著電子密度的變化會而有明顯

的變異，甚至於當電子密度夠大時，Sz有改號現象發生。（2.）於 Rashba SOI 佔優勢的範

疇中，Sz 則明顯受到抑制，其量值亦趨近於零（此與往前文獻研究中的預期結果完全符合）。
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又如對於兩種各別本質自旋軌道交互作用優勢下所主導的特徵分佈範圍再進一步的分析，

則可得知其 Rashba SOI 佔優勢的分際範圍在：（i）對於 Sz， 2α β≈ （ii）對於 ，B
iS α β≥ 。

其中 ,α β 為個別 Rashba SOI 與 線性-k Dresselhaus SOI 自旋軌道交互作用之耦合常數。此

研究結果最重要意義的部分在於能揭示出：邊界自旋堆積（Sz）的明顯效應必須經由減弱 α

而予以回復與重現。 
 

(二 ) 研究低磁場下二維條狀半導體的塊材自旋密度和邊緣自旋堆積行為;著重於

Dresselhaus形式的內稟自旋軌道交互作用,我們發現在磁場平行或橫向於條狀傳輸方向會

有對稱和不對稱的特性顯露出來。縱向的磁場會造成橫跨條狀樣品的自旋密度 Sz產生奇宇

稱，但對於磁場變化則是偶宇稱。橫向的磁場會造成橫跨條狀樣品的自旋密度 Sz變成不對

稱，對於磁場變化也是不對稱。我們結果可以用於鑑定不同自旋軌道交互作用的發生機制。 

 
(三) 自旋電子學包含自旋注入、自旋傳輸、與量測。但是量測自旋流現今仍然是一個挑戰。

在這裡將提出一種電性方法，去量測自旋流的大小。 

 
(四)在外加一均勻電場下的擴散範疇中，Rashba 自旋軌道交互作用不會有自旋堆積產生（或

自旋霍爾效應）。在這工作中，我們發現可以利用非均勻的場去回復自旋霍爾效應；我們考

慮自旋霍爾效應在一個圓洞的邊緣，圓洞的半徑遠大於自旋弛豫長度，R>> lso。而且自旋

弛豫長度也遠大於電子自由路徑，lso>>le。我們結果顯示非均勻場會產生平面的自旋密度

Sx ，Sy 導致他們可以藉由自旋擴散和進動產生一個有限的自旋電流，自旋堆積會正比於

Rashba 自旋軌道耦合係數 α，他的空間分布會垂直外加電場而呈現自旋偶極矩形式。 
 
(五)最近，已經可以藉由分子束磊晶法長出 self-assembled 大範圍半徑差的半導體環。典型

的樣品半截面顯示內徑約 10nm，而外徑介在 30nm 到 70 nm 之間。這種結構的位能應用已

經被研究來當作自旋電子學和量子計算等。 
 
(六) 解出二維Dresselhaus系統含linear-k與cubic-k的本徵值問題得到能量與波數射散

關係。此外因為柱對稱的位能，本徵態必須以柱座標展開。考慮平面波入射無窮深位能二

維盤 Dresselhaus 自旋軌道耦合系統。最後，可以討論 Rashba 與 linear-k Dresselhaus

的比較. 

 

(七) 在量子霍爾效應中，邊緣態首次引起大家的興趣 1。在強磁場下二維電子系統，電子

行為沿著樣品邊緣出現迴旋軌道，而塊材行為像是絕緣體。邊緣的能階稱為藍道能階，由

來描述，ωc = eB / m 為迴旋頻率。雖然此邊緣態有無耗散特性，但是在電

子自旋元件中強磁場是應要被避免的。 

( 1/ 2n cE nω= + )

2005 年，Kane and Mele 在石墨系統中提出不需加磁場的邊緣態，此也預測出新的效應---

量子自旋霍爾效應。量子自旋霍爾系統中，在能帶間隙處於塊材裡而邊緣態為無間隙螺旋

態。兩種相反自旋態沿著個邊緣以相反方向行進。由於自旋軌道交互作用在石墨裡太微弱，

Benevig 等人在 HgTe/CdTe 半導體量子井中提出更實際的模型，並很快的被實驗所觀察且



證實。 
 

Abstract: 
We study the manipulation of electron spin dynamics and transport in the semiconductor:  
[ I ] Competing interplay between Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions in 
spin-Hall effect ; [ II ] Asymmetries in intrinsic spin-Hall effect in low in-plane magnetic field; 
[ III ] Electrical detection of spin current; [ IV ] Spin accumulation in a Rashba-type 
two-dimensional electron gas due to a nonuniform driving electric field; [ V ] Persistent current 
and spin density in a mesoscopic Dresselhaus-type quantum ring; [ VI ] Quantum scattering from 
a circular disk in a cubic-k Dresselhaus-type two dimensional electron gas; [VII] Investigation on 
dissipationless edge state in the Quantum spin Hall system. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
[I] Competing interplay between Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions in 
spin-Hall effect： 
Focusing on the interplay between the Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions 
(SOI), we calculate the spin accumulation Sz and the spin polarizations  at, respectively, the 
lateral edges and in the bulk of the two-dimensional electron gas. Their dependences on both the 
ratio between the Rashba and the Dresselhaus SOI coupling constants and the electron densities 
are studied systematically. Strong competition features in Sz are found. In the 
Dresselhaus-dominated regime Sz changes sign when the electron density is large enough. In the 
Rashba-dominated regime Sz is essentially suppressed. Most surprising is our finding that the 
Rashba-dominated regime occurs when 
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2α β≈ , where α  and β  are the Rashba and the 
effective linear-k Dresselhaus SOI coupling constants, respectively. For the spin polarizations 

, the Rashba-dominated regime occurs when B
iS α β≥ . Our results point out that decreasing α   

leads to the restoration of the spin accumulation Sz. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[II] Asymmetries in intrinsic spin-Hall effect in low in-plane magnetic field: 
Effects of low in-plane magnetic field on bulk spin densities and edge spin accumulations of a 
diffusive two-dimensional semiconductor stripe are studied. Focusing upon the Dresselhaus-type 
intrinsic spin-orbit interaction (SOI), we look for the symmetry, or asymmetry, characteristics in 
two magnetic-field orientations: along and transverse to the stripe. For longitudinal field, the 
out-of-plane spin density Sz exhibits odd parity across the stripe and even parity in the magnetic 
field and is an edge accumulation. For transverse field, the out-of-plane Sz becomes asymmetric 
in both spatial and field dependencies and has finite bulk values for finite magnetic fields. Our 
results support utilizing low in-plane magnetic fields for the probing of the underlying SOI. 
[III] Electrical detection of spin current: 
Spintronics involve spin injection, transport and detection. Even though a lot of proposals on 
schemes for the measurement of spin current have been made, a feasible pure electrical means of 
measuring spin current remains a challenge. Here we theoretically demonstrate an electrical 
method to detect an ac spin current.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



[IV] Spin accumulation in a Rashba-type two-dimensional electron gas due to a nonuniform 
driving electric field: 
It is well understood that a Rashba-type two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) does not support 
spin accumulation, or spin Hall effect, in the diffusive regime when the driving field is uniform. 
In this work we address the issue about a possible restoration of the spin Hall effect when the 
driving field becomes nonuniform. Toward this end, we consider the spin accumulation in the 
vicinity of a circular hole, with radius R>> lso, where the driving field becomes nonuniform. Here 
lso is the spin relaxation length, and lso～le , the electron mean free path. Our results shows that 
the nonuniform driving field gives rise to nonuniform in-plane spin densities Sx and Sy which in 
turn contribute to a finite spin current via the combined processes of spin diffusion and 
spin-procession. The spin accumulation thus obtained is proportional to the Rashba coupling 
constant α, and its spatial pattern is one of spin-dipole form, aligned perpendicular to the driving 
field. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[V] Persistent current and spin density in a mesoscopic Dresselhaus-type quantum ring: 
Recently, it is possible to grow self-assembled annulus semiconductor structures in a large range 
of inner and outer radii by using molecular beam epitaxy. Typical samples show a circular cross 
section with an inner radius about 10 nm, and the outer radius ranges between 30 and 70 nm. This 
kind of structures has been studied by their potential applications as spintronic and quantum 
computing. While most of the calculations have neglected the finite width of the ring, our interest 
is to look at the spin density distribution across the width and the net spin for a quantum state in 
the ring. Our finding is that the ring will carry a spontaneous magnetization when there is odd 
number of electrons in the ring, whereas in the case of a magnetic flux through the center of the 
ring, the ring will have spontaneous magnetization in most situations. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
[VI] Quantum scattering from a circular disk in a cubic-k Dresselhaus-type two dimensional 
electron gas: 
We will solve the eigenstate problem in two dimensional Dresselhaus-type system including 
linear-k and cubic-k. The eigenstates are represented by cylindrical functions due to the 
cylindrical symmetry potential. The cubic-k spin-orbit interaction causes the coupling between all 
the cylindrical functions. We attempt to introduce a semi-numerical method to solve for the 
eigenstates of the system, and to calculate the spin density in the vicinity of the circular potential 
disc.  
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
[VII] Investigation on dissipationless edge state in the Quantum spin Hall system: 
The first realization of propagating edge state is in the quantum Hall system.[1] In the presence of 
a strong magnetic field, the cyclotron-like orbital of electrons in a two-dimensional-electron-gas 
system will be deformed at the sample edges into propagating edge states of energy higher than 
the Landau level in the bulk. At this energy, there is no bulk state and so the bulk behaves as an 
insulator. These edge states have a nice dissipationless property. However, the need of a strong 
magnetic field for the setting up of the state is not a welcoming feature for application purpose. In 
2005, Kane and Mele[2] proposed another edge state, which does not require a magnetic field, in 
the graphene system. This new phenomenon is now known as the quantum spin Hall (QSH) 



effect. QSH system has an energy gap in the bulk, but has gapless helical edge states with 
opposite spins counter-propagating at each edge. More recently, Benevig et al.3 propose a more 
realistic material for the edge state physics: the semiconductor HgTe/CdTe quantum wells. An 
experimental confirmation of part of the prediction of QSH is soon demonstrated in a ballistic 
edge channels4 We study the edge state physics as will be revealed by s local scatterer.  
 
[1] K. V. Klitzing et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 494 (1980). 
[2] C. L. Kane and E. J. Mele, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 226801 (2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords:  
Nonuniform field, low magnetic field, diffusion, spin Hall effect, spin accumulation, cubic 
Dresselhaus, Rashba, spin-orbit interaction, spin current, electrical detection, persistent current, 
quantum ring, cylindrical symmetry, hard-wall disk, quantum spin-Hall effect, dispersionless, 
edge state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



二、Motivations and goals 

[I] Competing interplay between Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions in 
spin-Hall effect： 
 
  Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) provides the key leverage for the recent strive for all electrical 
generations and manipulations of spin densities in semiconductors. [1-9] Intrinsic SOIs, such as 
the Rashba SOI (RSOI) [1, 7, and 9–10] and the Dresselhaus SOIs (DSOIs) [6], are of particular 
interest. It is due to their tunability, gate tuning for the RSOI and either sample thickness or 
electron-density tuning for the DSOI, and to their physical origins, being independent of disorder 
that requires the presence of SOI impurities. Yet the ever present background scatterers do play a 
subtle role in the intrinsic spin-Hall effect [11]. In spin-Hall effect (SHE), an external electric 
field induces a transverse spin current and, in turn, an out-of-plane spin accumulation Sz at lateral 
edges [1,5–9]. For intrinsic SOIs, the background scatterers lead to a complete quenching of the 
edge spin accumulation Sz when the SOI depends only linearly on the electron momentum k [11], 
but Sz maintains finite and dependent on the momentum relaxation time τ  when the SOI has a 
cubic-k dependence [11–14]. Thus, separately considered, the RSOI does not contribute to edge 
spin accumulation Sz while the cubic-k DSOI does. For a more realistic situation, when the two 
SOIs coexist in a sample, RSOI could exert its effect on the edge spin accumulation Sz, but that 
would have to be mediated through the cubic-k DSOI. It is of great interest to see whether this 
effect would be reinforcing or competing for Sz. 

Thus, in this work, we focus upon the interplay between the RSOI and the cubic-k DSOIs in 
their combined, or competing, effects on both the edge spin accumulation Sz and the bulk spin 
density . Bulk spin density , formed in an external electric field, is another important 
physical quantity of interest that is closely related to the intrinsic SOIs. The subscript i denotes 
the vector component of spin. The effect of the background scatterers on is less subtle than 
that on Sz :  , remains finite for all intrinsic SOIs and depends on 
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iS τ also.[3] Intuitively, up to 

leading order in the SOI coupling constant one might expect this  feature to arise from a 
SOI-effective magnetic field.[4] It turns out to be the case when there is only one dominated SOI 
and the SOI depends on k linearly. Take, for instance, a Rashba-type two dimensional electron 
gas _2DEG_ in the diffusive regime, the k-dependent effective magnetic field becomes 
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k α< >= − ×zh E  when <  is averaged over the electron distribution given by a shifted  
Fermi sphere 

>k

0 ( )f f *( ) ( )F
e

m
τε ε= − δ ε εik E -k k, , where α , 0f , and  are, respectively, 

the Rashba coupling constant, Fermi-Dirac distribution, and electron mass and for e0. With 

*m

/k eατ=< > ×z Eh , the bulk spin density, in units of , is given by 0 /N eατB = − ×S z E , 
which was first obtained by Edelstein.3 In the above expression the density of states per spin is 
denoted by N0. Beyond leading order or linear k dependence in the SOIs, or for the coexistence of 
different types of SOIs, the derivation of becomes more involved. In this work, we calculate 
the within a spin-diffusion equation approach and perform a systematic study on the 
competing interplay between the RSOI and the cubic-k SOIs. This work is accepted for 
publication in Physical Review B within two months. 
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[II] Asymmetries in intrinsic spin-Hall effect in low in-plane magnetic field: 

Out-of-plane spin polarization is of particular interest because it permits efficient optical 
probe by Kerr rotation. The edge spin accumulation, according to the spin-Hall effect 
(SHE), has an out-of-plane component and is resulted from a transverse spin current induced by 
the electric field.[1-4] However, for the case of intrinsic SOI, it is understood that the SHE is 
quenched by background scatterers, be they isotropic or anisotropic, [5] as long as the intrinsic 
SOIs consist of only linear-momentum dependence term. Meanwhile, no out-of-plane bulk spin 
densities are expected in an electric field.[6] When applying an in-plane magnetic field to a 
two-dimensional (2D) system, one might be led by the inplane nature of the effective spin-orbit 

magnetic field , obtained by averaging the spin-orbit effective field over the 

distribution of the electron momentum 

0eff kh h=< >≠

k , to expect that there were no out-of-plane spin 
densities. This is shown not to be the case by Engel et al. [7] for a Rashba-type 2D system, where 
out-of-plane spin densities are found when the external in-plane magnetic field is longitudinal: a 
configuration studied by recent experiments. [8,9]  However, either the scatterer has to be 
anisotropic or the electron dispersion has to be nonparabolic for the effect to hold. [7] Here, 
longitudinal denotes the direction parallel to the electric field and its orthogonal counterpart in the 
2D plane is denoted transverse. 

In this paper, we have shown that out-of-plane bulk spin density can be generated in another 
system configuration with less restrictive assumptions. The configuration is a Dresselhaus-type 
2D system and the external in-plane magnetic field is in a transverse orientation. More 
importantly, the effect holds for isotropic background scatterers and for parabolic dispersion for 
electrons. Our calculation has included the cubic Dresselhaus SOI. This work is published in 
Physical Review B. 
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[III] Electrical detection of spin current: 

Spintronics involve spin injection, transport and detection. Even though many people 
propose many means to measure spin current, but how to detect spin current is still a challenge 
now. Here we theoretically demonstrate an electrical method to detection the magnitude of 
in-plane spin current.  
We proposal a device with 2DEG (two dimensional electron gas) sandwiched in between two 
parallel metallic plate as is given in the following picture. 

 

Our calculation starts from the perturbed spin-orbit interaction term of the Hamiltonian. 

( )H e p EσΛ′ = ×i
 

where e is the magnitude of electron charge; Λ is the spin-orbit interaction constant; is the 
plank constant; σ  is the Pauli matrices ; E is the electric field. 
 
  By averaging the perturbed Hamiltonian H ′  by the spin polarized electron wave function, we 
obtain the effective perturbed Hamiltonian effH ′  for the photons. When the electron is allowed to 
flow, the effective perturbed Hamiltonian will describe the emission of photon by the AC spin 
current. Using the perturbed Hamiltonian effH ′ , we can obtain the one photon emission wave 
function of the photons. This allows us to calculate the expectation value of the vector potential , 

( ) ( ), opA r t A= Ψ Ψ . 
From which we can calculate the electric field. For our setting, the electric field we are looking at 
is in between two infinite conducting plates sandwiching the 2DEG on which the spin current is 
located. By integrating the electric field, we obtain the electric potential difference between the 
two metallic plants. For a reasonable choice of system parameters, the voltage across the metal 
plates is of the order of 10 nA, which is within the comfortable range of the present experimental 
capability. This work is intended to submit to Physical Review Letters. 
 
 
[IV] Spin accumulation in a Rashba-type two-dimensional electron gas due to a nonuniform 

driving electric field: 
The SHE induces transverse spin currents towards opposite directions with opposite spins via a 
longitudinal driving field with SOI. The extrinsic SHE arises from the skew scattering process 
due to the spin-dependent impurity.[1] The opposite out-of-plane spin accumulations at lateral 
edges can be probed by Kerr rotation due to the extrinsic SHE.6 In contrast, the intrinsic SHE is 
contributed from SOI band dependence such as the Rashba SOI (RSOI) or the Dresselhaus SOI 



(DSOI). These SOIs are related to electron momentum k from the k．p band calculation. 
Furthermore, the generation of the intrinsic SHE in the diffusive regime becomes a key issue and 
the SHE can be induced against impurities through the cubic DSOI.[2] However, in the presence 
of disorder, including either isotropic or anisotropic impurities,[3] the intrinsic SHE is quenched 
for the linear RSOI. In highly symmetric system, the finite spin current can form a finite spin 
accumulation near the boundary.[4,5] In the diffusive regime with RSOI, the SHE can be restored 
by considering the anisotropic scatterers, or non-parabolic electron dispersion with an in-plane 
magnetic field, or by the magnetic means. The nonuniform driving field achieved by asymmetric 
mesoscopic structures can generate the spatial variation of the spin polarization near the boundary. 
In this paper, we start from the diffusion approximation based on electron transport to derive the 
drift-diffusion equations where spin and charge densities are coupled to each other via the SOI. 
The boundary conditions are connected to spin currents by spin and charge densities and it causes 
the spin accumulation. This work is to be submitted for publication. 
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[V] Persistent current and spin density in a mesoscopic Dresselhaus-type quantum ring: 
The geometric model of our research is an isolated finite width mesoscopic ring with 
Dresselhaus spin-orbit (DSO) coupling. The cross section of the structure is shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1 The figure is the cross section of the finite width mesoscopic ring, where  and  are 
the inner and outer radii. 
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If we just consider the k-linear bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) contribution, the total 
single-particle Hamiltonian for a quantum ring (QR) which we assume a narrow QR with the z 
direction grown along [001] and present the total Hamiltonian in matrix form, we 
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the material. 
After demonstration and numerical analysis, we can discuss the energy-splitting induced by the 
magnetic flux, spin accumulation and persistent current. Furthermore, we can design the quantum 
computing devices in the future work. 
 
[VI] Quantum scattering from a circular disk in a cubic-k Dresselhaus-type two 
dimensional electron gas: 
The most important is the method of partial waves. The total wave is composed of incoming 
waves and outgoing waves where the incoming wave part is given by the incident plane wave and 
then outgoing wave part can be represented by the eigenstate which we obtain before. 
Furthermore, the outgoing wave part contains unknown coefficients which are resulted from the 
two kinds of helicity wave functions. The unknown coefficients can be obtained by solving the 
boundary condition problems.  Finally, we obtain the particle current density by driving the 
particle continuity equation of the Dresselhaus-type system. 
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the material. 
After demonstration and numerical analysis, we can discuss the energy-splitting induced by the 
magnetic flux, spin accumulation and persistent current. Furthermore, we can design the quantum 
computing devices in the future work. 
 
[VII] Investigation on dissipationless edge state in the Quantum spin Hall system: 
However, there are still several problems need to be solved, e.g. how robust the edge state is 
against the disorder? Does reflection happen when the edge state comes to one corner but two 
different spin orientations along two direction edges? How to utilize the spin-resolved edge when 
the absence of magnetic field preserving the time reversal symmetry leads to a Kramer 
degeneracy and zero net charge and spin current...etc. ? 
 
  We investigate these problems with effective four-band model derived from the Kane model 
for semiconductors confining in a heterojunction of semiconductor HgTe/CdTe.[1] The 

Hamiltonian is descried by  where *

( ) 0
0 (

h k
H

h k
⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠)

2 2( ) ( ) i
ih k k I dε σ×= + ( )2 2) x yk C D k kε ε= − + = 2, ( ( ) ,k C Dk= −  

( )( ) , , ( )i x yd k Ak Ak M k= ( )2 2and ( ) .x y
2M k M B k k M Bk= − + = − h* is time reversal of h. A, B, C, 

D, and M are the parameters determined by the thickness of the quantum well. The crucial 
parameter is mass or gap parameter M changes its sign when the thickness d of the quantum well 
is varied through a critical thickness dc =6.3 (nm). The quantum well has QSH phase in case of 

d>dc and normal insulator phase in case of d<dc. [3] 
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三、Results and discussion: 

[I] Competing interplay between Rashba and cubic-k Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions in 
spin-Hall effect (Appendix A). 

 
[ II ] Asymmetries in intrinsic spin-Hall effect in low in-plane magnetic field (Appendix B). 
 
[IV] Spin accumulation in a Rashba-type two-dimensional electron gas due to a nonuniform 

driving electric field 
For RSOI case, the uniform driving electric field can induce the uniform in-plane spin density but 
the nonuniform driving electric field can induce the nonuniform in-plane particular spin density 
Si

p. Si
p can contribute a finite spin current such that the out-of-plane spin accumulation is built-up 

to compensate this spin current near the boundary. In general, the spin drift-diffusion equations 
for the intrinsic SHE can be expressed by [4] 

2
0

, ,
/ 2 0ij ijm ij i

m j
j x y z

D R S M Dδ
=

⎡ ⎤∇ + ∇ −Γ + =⎣ ⎦∑ 0 0
.                (1) 

The diffusion constant is 2 / 2FD v τ=  with the Fermi velocity vF and elastic scattering time τ. 

The spin dynamics can consider by the first conventional diffusion term, the spin precession term 
related to Rijm, D'yakonov-Perel' (DP) spin relaxation term related to Γij, and the source term Mi0 
contributed from the spin-charge coupling due to SOI. The electric potential φ(r) enters into Eq. 
(1) only through D0

0=2eN0φ, where the electric field is E(r)= -▽φ(r). Furthermore, the 
spin-charge source term can be removed by introducing ΔSj=Sj -Sj

p replacing Sj in Eq. (1). For 
intrinsic SHE, the in-plane nonuniform electric field E(r) can induce the position-dependent Sp

x(y) 
via the spin-charge source term. On the other hand, the in-plane E(r) does not induce the 
out-of-plane spin polarization resulting in Sp

z=0. 

We denoting In
j is the spin current projected on -direction, where n̂ ( )ˆ cos ,sinn φ φ=  is the unit 

vector normal to the boundary and φ  is the angle between  and x axis. In
j is connected to the 

total spin density Si in the expression of 
n̂

, ˆˆ2i x y izi
n n i zI D S R S n i= = − ∇ − i                      (2) 

where ( ) (cos / sin /n )x yφ φ∇ = ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ . When the hard-wall boundary is imposed in our system, 

it implies that spin currents are equal to zero in Eq. (2). Apparently, the 
spin density Sj =ΔSj +Sj

p is position-dependent because the nonuniform electric field induces the 

nonuniform . Consequently,  allows a finite spin accumulation  to compensate 

its contribution in Eq. (2) at the boundary.  

p
jS 0n iS∇ ≠ zS

To study the phenomenon of the nonuniform driving field applied to the spin diffusion 
equation acted upon the RSOI, we adopt a realistic model of a circular hole with radius R0. While 
a driving electric field  is applied, Sz presents the dipole spatial distribution in Fig. 1. The 
maximum spin-up (-down) polarization occurs at 

0 ˆE x
3 / 2( / 2)φ π π=  and it decreases within a 



range of 1.1 μm.  
 

 

Fig1: Spatial distribution of spin density Sz around a hole with a radius 1.8 μm. 
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